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FOREWORD

This bibliography is an attempt to provide an index to books, articles and other publications about Australian universities. It is not a selective bibliography, but is rather an effort to compile as comprehensive a list of references as possible, as a kind of check-list to what is available to the general reader or research worker. It has been divided into two parts, the first of which contains material directly relating to the internal affairs of the universities, whilst the items in the second concern more peripheral topics. The divisions between the two parts and the sections within them are by no means hard and fast and the inevitable overlapping has been resolved by cross-references. For example, “University courses—education” in Part I overlaps with “Teacher education” in Part II.

A further problem concerns selection of the material. On the one hand, universities are essentially a part of the wider educational process and cannot be understood without reference to this background. On the other, the inclusion of all works on education in Australia within the bibliography would defeat its purpose as an index to university sources, involve a large measure of duplication of existing educational bibliographies and lead to a very bulky list. Therefore unless material includes a specific section on or link with the universities it has been omitted, but the quality of the references included still varies considerably. Similarly it has been difficult to disentangle the role of the universities from general discussions regarding the philosophy of education, for example, “the two cultures”; and where these touch upon Australia, since they are relatively few, they have been included.

Thanks are due to the university administrations and student organizations which have helped to gather information for the sections on “Current Official Publications” and “Student Publications” respectively. Apart from these, compilation has been largely from library catalogues and existing bibliographies, and the emphasis has been on the post-war period. Consequently it is very doubtful whether the list is comprehensive, and it will be helpful if omissions, inaccuracies or misclassifications can be pointed out.

The reader will also notice the omission of the large quantity of research on student selection and failure. It is intended to publish the references on this subject together with a review article at a later date.

Correspondence should be addressed to the compiler, Mrs. N. Caiden, Department of Sociology, Australian National University, Canberra.

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY.
INDEX

Note Designation. Each university is referred to by the name of its location in alphabetical order. The two exceptions are Monash and the Australian National University.
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SECTIONS I-II

Note: References marked with an asterisk in the left hand margin have been located only in the Commonwealth Office of Education publication "Educational Research in Australia". Dates cited refer to the issue in which the reference was found.

1 GENERAL

"Australian universities", *The Bulletin (Syd)*., LXXXI, p.6, Apr. 6 1960.


Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics "University statistics", 1949+:

Part (i) Staff and students
Part (ii) Degrees conferred, libraries, finance.


Fraser, S. "Recent developments in Australian higher education", *Comparative Education Review (U.S)*., IV, pp.27-34, June, 1961.


Johnston, G. K. W.  

Lodewyckx, A.  

McAuley, J.  

Madgwick, R. B.  

Medley, J. D. G.  
"Education a challenge to Australia", *Education (N.S.W.*) XLI, p.3, June 1 1960.

Medley, J. D. G.  

Medley, J. D. G.  

Medley, J. D. G.  

Medley, J. D. G.  

Mills, R. C.  

Mitchell, W.  

Moore, W.  

Oliphant, M.  

Oliphant, M.  

Partridge, P.  

Partridge, P.  

Partridge, P.  
"The state of our universities", *Quadrant*, pp. 19–26, Summer 1960/1.

Paton, G.  

Price, A. G.  

Price, A. G.  

Priestley, R. E.  

Radford, W. C. et al.  

Radford, W. C. et al.  

Rankin, D. H.  
*The philosophy of Australian education*, Melbourne, 1941, 275 pp.

Rowe, A. P.  

Sanders, C.  

Stout, A. K.  
II COMMISSIONS AND INQUIRIES

See also: For individual universities Section III Historical and Descriptive

1. Committee of Inquiry 1957 (The Murray Committee)

Committee on Australian Universities, 1957, Report and Submissions.


"Universities in want", Times Educational Supplement (U.K.), No. 2219, p. 1520, Nov. 29, 1957.

Ashby, E.


Baxter, J. P.


Bayliss, N. S.


Buckley, K. D. and Wheelwright, E. L.


Currie, G. A.


Davey, M.


Foster, J. F.


Jones, J. R.


Leeper, G. W.


"""


Menzies, R. G.


Merrylees, W. A.


Oliphant, M.


Rayner, S. A.


Reynolds, J. M.

"The Murray report and the small university library", in Library Association of Australia, Tenth Conference [Papers].
Roberts, S. H.  
“Letter to graduates of the University of Sydney from the Vice-Chancellor and Principal”, *Sydney University Gazette*, I, May, 1958, Supplement.


Sanders, C.  
“Editorial... Committee on Australian Universities”, *Educand*, III, pp. 1–2, Nov., 1957.


Spann, R. N.  

Tompkins, P.  


See also: Section XI Staff 3. Salaries


“It can be done; Commonwealth’s great aid to universities”, *Parent and Citizen*, XI, p. 1, Feb., 1961.

“Positive or negative?”, *Vestes*, IV, pp. 3–4, June, 1961.


Ashby, E.  

Basten, H. B.  
“Address by the Vice-Chancellor”, *Adelaide University Graduates Gazette*, III, pp. 1–2, June, 1961.

Buckley, K.  

Butlin, S. J.  

Cairns, J. F.  

Forbes, A. J.  

Hasluck, P.  
“The future of Australian universities; extracts from a speech by the Minister for Territories”, *W.A. University Gazette*, IX, pp. 19–22, June, 1959.

Maze, W. H.  

Rowan, D. C.  

Sanders, C.  

Wallace, R. J.  

3. Committee on Higher Education in New South Wales


“Committee on Higher Education; a copy of the submissions of the Teachers’ Guild of N.S.W. to the Committee”, *Australian Teacher*, XXXVIII, pp. 43–5, Feb., 1961.

“First report of the Committee appointed by the Minister of Education to enquire into various aspects of higher education in N.S.W.”, *Vestes*, IV, pp. 3–4, Sept., 1961.


Merrylees, W. A. *Never mind the country; an examination of the first report of the Committee on Higher Education*, Goolgowi Riverina University League, 1961, 12 pp.


4. Committee on Tertiary Education, Victoria
Committee for Development of Tertiary Education in Victoria, *Terms of reference*, (Date?), 1 p. (proc.).


"Tertiary education; Association puts views to committee of enquiry", *Secondary Teacher*, No. 81, pp. 6-8, Mar. 1962.

Merrylees, W. A. *Submission to the Committee on Tertiary Education in Victoria*, Goolgowi, N.S.W., 1961, 25 pp. (proc.).

III HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE


1. Adelaide


(a) Buildings


(b) Colleges


2. Australian National University

*Note*: Up to 1960, Australian National University and Canberra University College are treated as separate institutions. After that date, the latter heading disappears and is replaced by the sub-heading "School of General Studies" under Australian National University.


Australian National University

VESTES SEPTEMBER


General information, A.N.U., Canberra, 1959, 72 pp.


Copland, D. B.


"The place of the Australian National University in the academic structure of Australia”, ANZAAS, Twenty-Seventh Meeting, Hobart, 1949.

Lindsay, M.


Melville, L.


Menzies, R. G.


National Capital Development Commission


Nicholls, A.

"National University climbs toward world standard”, Age Literary Supplement, p. 18, June 20, 1959.

Nicholas, H. S.


White, H. L.


(a) Buildings

"National University Canberra”, Architecture, XXXVIII, pp. 44–8, Apr., 1950.

(b) Research Schools

(i) John Curtin School of Medicine

Australian National University

The John Curtin School of Medical Research, A.N.U., Canberra, 1958, 44 pp.

Florey, H. W.

The John Curtin School of Medical Science, Australian National University, A.N.U., Canberra, 1953, 19 pp.

(ii) Mount Stromlo Observatory


Lojkine, A. K.

Mount Stromlo Observatory: a history and description of the Observatory, its work and equipment, A.N.U., Canberra, 1957, 57 pp.

(iii) Research School of Pacific Studies

Australian National University


Cousins, A.


(iv) Research School of Physical Sciences

Australian National University


The Research School of Physical Sciences, A.N.U., Canberra, 1953, 12 pp.

(c) School of General Studies


(i) Colleges


3. Canberra University College


Barwick, G.  “The occasional address (at 1960 commencement ceremony, Canberra University College)”, *Canberra University College Gazette*, III, pp. 43-6, July, 1960.


Canberra University College

Carr Saunders, A.  “Occasional address (at 1959 commencement ceremony Canberra University College)”, *Canberra University College Gazette*, III, pp. 3-6, July, 1959.

Commonwealth Parliament


4. Melbourne


*Abarcar, G. N.*  *A comparative survey of certain features of the University of Melbourne and the University of the Philippines*, B. Ed. Thesis, Melbourne University, 1951.


Melbourne University

Paton, G. W.  

Rankin, D. H.  
The life and work of John Smyth, the first professor of education in the University of Melbourne, M.Ed. Thesis, University of Melbourne.

Scott, E.  

Sweetman, E.  

Turner, J. S.  

(a) Buildings  


Bird, A.  

Melbourne University Building Fund Committee  

(b) Colleges  
(i) International House  
“International House; Melbourne has a new home for Australian and Asian students”, Hemisphere, I, pp. 3-4, May, 1957.


Jones, B.  

Turnbull, C.  

(ii) Ormond College  
Macdonald, C.  

Old Ormond Students Assn.  

(iii) Queen’s College  
Appeal to the Church, 1961, 7 pp.

5. Monash  
Allen, J. A.  

Australian Universities Commission  
Francis, A. J.  

Hamer, A. W.  

Henderson, P. L.  
The need for a University of Technology in Victoria”, Royal Australian Chemical Institute Proceedings, XXIII, pp. 284-287, Sept., 1956.

Matheson, J. A. L.  


Rossiter, J.  

Thallon, J. C.  
6. **New England**


New England University College Advisory Council *A stage in the development of the northern university*, Armidale, 1943.

Robb, W. M. Some impressions of overseas universities and their significance for New England, Armidale, 1953, 80 pp. (proc.).


(a) **Buildings**


7. **New South Wales**

“High waste culture; a measure of Professor Baxter’s efficiency”, *Nation*, No. 60, pp. 8-11, Jan. 14, 1961.


“The University of Technology”, *Catholic Weekly*, p. 11 June 20, 1957.

Address delivered on 28th April, 1961 to commemorate the services of Wallace Charles Wurth to the University, University of New South Wales, Sydney, 1961, 28 pp.


Remington, G. C. *The useful years: occasional address delivered at the conferring of degrees at University of N.S.W., April 1960*, University of N.S.W., Sydney, 1960, 10 pp.

8. **Newcastle University College**


9. Queensland


Bryan, H.


Meddleton, I. G.


Queensland University


The University of Queensland: its development and future expansion, University of Queensland Press, Brisbane, 1949, 60 pp.

Robinson F. W.

The University of Queensland, University of Queensland Press, Brisbane, 1957, 32 pp.

Stephenson, W.


Story, J. D.


White, F. T. M.


(a) Buildings


Roeser, H. P.


Story, J. D.


(b) Colleges


“The Women’s College within the University of Queensland”, Queensland University Gazette, No. 42, pp. 6–8, Dec., 1958.

10. Sydney

Barff, H. E.

A short historical account of the University of Sydney, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1902, 162 pp.

Dallen, R. A.

The University of Sydney: its history and progress from its foundations in 1852 to 1938, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1938, 60 pp.

Gamble, A.

The University of Sydney: a description, Sydney University, Sydney, 1952, 32 pp.

Marshall, J.

“Sydney University is one hundred years old”, South West Pacific Newsheet, No. 27, pp. 29–31, 1951.

Menzies, R. G.

Roberts, S. H. “Letter to graduates of the University of Sydney from the Vice Chancellor and Principal”, Sydney University Gazette, Apr., 1959, Supplement.

Robinson, F. W. The great hall of the University of Sydney and voices of the past, Sydney University Extension Board, Sydney, 1947.

Sydney University Guide to the Records of the University of Sydney 1849-1960, 47 pp. (proc.).


(a) Buildings


Sydney University Development of the University site: report of the Committee appointed by the Senate, Sydney University, Sydney, 1961, 20 pp.

(b) Colleges

(i) St. Andrew’s College
St. Andrew’s College Calendar, 1896+.

(ii) St. John’s College

(iii) St. Paul’s College
St. Paul’s College Calendar, 1859+.

(iv) Sancta Sophia College
Sydney University Sancta Sophia College, (Date?).

(v) Wesley College

(vi) Women’s College

Hole, W. V. and Treweeke, A. H. The history of the Women’s College within the University of Sydney, Sydney University, Sydney, 1953, 211 pp.

Women’s College Calendar, 1893+.

(c) Nuclear Research Foundation
“Nuclear research; foundation within the University of Sydney”, Nexus, I, pp. 9, 11, 13, 15+, Jan./Feb., 1954.


(d) Adolph Basser Computing Laboratory


Sydney University, School of Physics The electronic computer: Silliac, 1956, 4 pp. (proc.).
11. Tasmania

Tasmania Parliament

Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the state of superior and general education in Tasmania. Report 1860.


Royal Commission on University of Tasmania. Report 1955.

Tasmania University

The University of Tasmania, Hobart, 1958, 12 pp.

12. Townsville University College

Carman, E. H.

“The University College of Townsville”, Vestes, V, pp. 44-6, Mar., 1962.

Meddleton, I. G.

“Establishment of the University College of Townsville”, Queensland University Gazette, No. 47, pp. 11-16, May, 1961.

Schonell, F. J.


Townsville University

Information Circular no. 2: The University College of Townsville in 1962, Brisbane, 1961, 3 pp.

13. Western Australia

Austin, M. N.

The presence of the past. an inaugural address delivered on 17th June, 1952, Publications Committee of University of Western Australia, 1953, 19 pp.

Perret, C. J.


Sanders, C.


Sanders, C. and Beaumont, F.


Stephenson, G.


“Development plan for the University of Western Australia”, W.A. University Gazette, V, pp. 1-5, May, 1955.

“Planning of the University of Western Australia”, Vestes, V, pp. 17-23, June, 1962.

Western Australia, University

(a) Buildings

Stephens, R.

“A sweet spot in an old colonial garden, the historical background of the site of the University of Western Australia”, Historical Society of W.A. Journal, III, pp. 108-9, 111, Apr., 1949.

(b) Colleges

Johnson, R. K. and Allen, D. E.

“University House”, W.A. University Gazette, XII, pp. 3-5, Apr., 1962.

14. Wollongong University College

BIBLIOGRAPHY

SECTIONS IV—VII

IV LEGISLATION

Note: The following is a brief statement of the major consolidated statutes governing the universities. Detailed amendments within the consolidations and other Acts of Parliament relating to the universities are listed fully in current calendars.


1. Commonwealth of Australia
   (a) Australian National University
       States Grants (Universities) Act, 1951-63
       Australian National University Act, 1946-60.
       Mount Stromlo Observatory Act, 1956
   (b) Canberra University College
       Ordinance under Seat of Government Administration Act, 1910.

2. New South Wales
   (a) Sydney University
       University and University Colleges Act, 1900-59 (Incorporated Act No. 417).
   (b) New England University
       University of New England Act, 1953.
   (c) New South Wales University

3. Queensland
   University of Queensland Acts, 1909-60.

4. South Australia

5. Tasmania
   Tasmanian University Act, 1951. (Amended 1952, 1955 and 1959.)

6. Victoria
   (a) Melbourne University
   (b) Monash University
       University and Colleges Lands Act, 1960.
       University (Officers) Act, 1961.

7. Western Australia
   University of Western Australia Act, 1911.
   University Medical School, Teaching Hospitals Act, 1955.
V CURRENT OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS

Note: All publications in this list are published annually, unless otherwise stated

1. Adelaide
   Annual Report.
   Calendar.
   Graduates' Gazette (Quarterly).
   Manual of the Public Examinations Board.

2. Australian National University
   Annual Report.
   Calendar.
   General Information (extracts from Calendar).
   Information relating to study for higher degrees (irregular).
   Introduction to the university and to degree courses (irregular).
   News and Newsheet (irregular).
   School of General Studies Faculty Handbook.
   Visitors' Guide (irregular).

3. Melbourne
   Annual Report.
   Calendar.
   Circular to Schools (about 5 times a year).
   Diary.
   Faculty Handbooks.
   Gazette (about 6 times a year).
   List of Members of Governing Bodies.
   Public and Matriculation Handbook.
   Report of the Appointments Board.
   Reports of Examiners (Public Examinations).
   Report of Research and Investigation.

4. Monash
   Annual Reports of Council.
   Brochure.
   Calendar.
   Faculty Handbooks.
   General Information for Students.

5. New England
   Annual Report.
   Annual Report for Department of Adult Education.
   Brochure.
   Bulletin (irregular; about 3 times a year).
   Calendar.
   External Studies Gazette (monthly).
   Faculty Handbooks.
   Pamphlet.
   Research Report.

6. New South Wales
   Annual Report.
   Calendar.
   Faculty Handbook.
   Research Report.
7. Newcastle University College
   Handbook.
   Publications and Research Interests.

8. Queensland
   Calendar.
   Faculty Handbooks.
   Gazette (tri-annual).
   Matriculation Manual.
   Research Report.
   Statistics.

9. Sydney
   Annual Report.
   Calendar.
   Examination Papers.
   Faculty Handbooks.
   Gazette (bi-annual).
   Letter to Graduates from the Vice-Chancellor.
   Report of the Appointments Board.
   Report and Prospectus of the Department of Tutorial Classes.
   Report and Prospectus of the Extension Board.
   Research and Scholarship.

10. Tasmania
    Annual Report.
    Calendar.
    Gazette (2 or 3 times a year).
    Handbook.
    Matriculation Manual.
    Research Report.

11. Townsville University College
    Handbook.

12. Western Australia
    Calendar.
    Convocation News (monthly).
    Enrolment Statistics.
    Gazette (quarterly).
    Handbook.
    Manual of Public Examinations.
    Orientation Handbook.
    Report on Research.

VI ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE

1. Finance
   See also: Section II. Commissions and Inquiries
   Section XV. Relations with Government—Finance.

   "What's wrong with education?", The Bulletin (Syd.), LXXXII, pp. 20–1, Nov. 4, 1961.


Bulletin no. 32: Australian expenditure on education.


States grants (universities) acts, 1951 to 1953.

"Recent developments in Australian higher education", Comparative Education Review (U.S.), V, pp. 27-34, June, 1961.

University reform and finance: what is and what should be, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1936, 110 pp.


"University Finance", in The humanities in Australia, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1959, pp. 182-92.

"Assessing university needs", Vestes, V, pp. 7-17, Mar., 1962.


(a) Melbourne

Priestley, R. E.


(b) New England

Financial statements of the University of New England for 1956, + N.S.W. Parliamentary Papers.

(c) New South Wales

Statement of income and expenditure, together with report of auditor-general, 1952, + N.S.W. Parliamentary Papers.

(d) Sydney

Sydney University, Co-ordinating Committee on Needs of the University

McCreddie, H. M.


(e) Western Australia

Western Australia, Auditor-General's Department

Western Australia University

Report upon the accounts of the University: 1954-6.

Financial statements for the years ended 31st December, 1954-7.

2. Administration

See also: Section V Annual publications

Section XV Relations with government

"Are our universities in need of re-organization from within?", Age Literary Supplement, p. 17, Sept. 5, 1959.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

1963


A study of the concept of “democratic administration” as understood by a sample of lecturers in Australian tertiary institutions, 1959, New England University.

(a) Adelaide
Jacobs, S. J. Reid, G. S.


(b) Australian National University

(c) Melbourne

Melbourne University

Lists of members of governing bodies, faculties, boards, academic staff, annual publication, Melbourne University.

Report of deans of faculties to the Council, annual publication, Melbourne University (proc.).

(d) New England

(e) Queensland
Queensland University

Story, J. D.

Minutes of the meetings of the Senate, 1910.+


(f) Sydney
Sydney University

Election of fellows of the Senate and election of the standing committee of convocation, 10th November, 1954: list of voters, Sydney University, Sydney, 1954, 287 pp.

Report by the Vice-Chancellor (since 1954 included in Letter to graduates), annual, Sydney University.

VII STUDENTS

Note: For further references see forthcoming article: “Student failure in Australian universities: A bibliographical review”.

1. Students and Student Activities
Barcan, A.


Mares, F. H. “Drama in our Universities”, Vestes, III, pp. 54-6, Mar., 1960.


(i) Adelaide
*Wesley-Smith, H. E. Arts graduates at Adelaide University, Faculty of Education, Melbourne University, 1953.

(ii) Australian National University

(iii) Melbourne
Fitzpatrick, B. “Student life: the twenties; giants in these days”, Melbourne University Magazine, pp. 10-17, Spring, 1961.
Moorehouse, C. E. Student myth and legend, Melbourne University, 1961, 4 pp. (proc.).
Sharp, N. Student usage of the university union, 1959 (prepared for the University Union), 35 pp. (proc.).
Theobald, M. J. A study of some first year students at the University of Melbourne, N.U.A.U.S. Education Research Department, Melbourne, 1961, 120 pp. (proc.).

(iv) New England

(v) New South Wales
N.S.W. University Educational Research Section Session 2—“The student and his needs”, in Some problems of university education: report of proceedings of staff seminar, 11th–12th November, 1959, pp. 43-93.

(vi) Queensland
Queensland University Union

(vii) Sydney
Sydney University Union Report of the Board of Directors . . . to the Senate of University, 1941+

(viii) Western Australia
See Bibliography to Alexander, F. Campus at Crawley. A narrative and critical appreciation of the first 50 years of the University of Western Australia, F. W. Cheshire, 1953.
(a) National Union of Australian University Students


Reports of annual conferences.


Dept.

(b) Student Publications

Note: Due to the sporadic nature of their publication, it has been very difficult to determine the dates of birth of the majority of student periodicals. Similarly, although it is known that all of those listed have been in existence during the post-war period, it has not been possible to establish with certainty how many of them are currently appearing. Consequently, all references to dates or frequency of publication have been omitted and any further information on this topic would be especially welcome.

(i) Adelaide University

Adelaide University Magazine (S.R.C.).
Anglicana (Anglican Society).
Fabric (Architectural Students' Society).
Graduates' Gazette (Graduates' Union).
Handbook.
Hysteresis (Engineering Society).
The Lutheran Student (Lutheran Student Fellowship).
Margin and Multiplier (Economics Students' Society).
M.S.S. Review (Medical Students' Society).
On dit (newspaper).
Probe (Dental Students' Society).
Science Bulletin (Science Association).
S.C.M. Newsletter (Student Christian Movement).
Tincture Press (Pharmaceutical Students' Society).
Union Diary (S.R.C.).
Verve (Literary Society).

(ii) Australian National University—School of General Studies

A.N.U. Scientist (Science Society).
Crucible (A.L.P Society).
Law Notes (Law Society).
Orientation Handbook
Prometheus.
Woroni (newspaper).

(iii) Melbourne

Cranks and Nuts (engineering).
Discovery.
Electra (Social Studies Society).
Farrago (newspaper).
Fleur de Lys (Trinity College).
Fiji Students' Association of Victoria Magazine.
Hummer (D.L.P. Society).
Liberal Challenge.
The Margin (commerce).
Melbourne Critical Review.
Melbourne Free Thinker (Rationalist Society).
Melbourne University Magazine.
Melbourne University Review.
Melbourne University Union—Report and balance sheet.
Mountaineer (Mountaineering Club).
Newman College Annual Magazine.
Ormond Chronicle.
Orientation Handbook.
Phoenix (D.L.P. Society).
Quadrangle.
Res Judicatae (law).
Science Review (science).
Socialist (A.L.P. Club).
Speculum (medicine).
S.R.C. Song Book.
Women’s College Annual Magazine.

(iv) Monash
Chaos (newspaper).
Incubus (Rationalist Society).
Iotis (Economics and Politics Society).
Orpheus (annual student magazine).
Pruratis (Medical Undergraduates’ Society).

(v) New England
Martlett (Wright College).
Neucleus (newspaper).
Prima (Mary White College).
Science Journal (Science Society).
Small World (Overseas Students’ Association).
S.R.C. Song Book.
Union Record (Students’ Union).

(vi) New South Wales
Engineering Year Book (Engineering Society).
Metallurgical Review (Metallurgical Society).
Nungari (Medical Society Magazine).
Orientation Handbook (Students’ Union).
Science Year Book (Science Association).
S.R.C. Song Book.
Tharunka (fortnightly newspaper).

(vii) Newcastle University College
Newscience (Science Society).
Nimrod (Students’ Association Literary Magazine).
Opus (newspaper).

(viii) Queensland
Queensland University Union—Annual Report.
(Note: A complete history of all publications financed by the Union has been printed in the 51st edition of the Annual Report of the Union, pp. 89–100.)
Apsyrtus (Veterinary Science Students’ Association).
Galmahra.
The Makar (English Students’ Association).
Orientation Handbook.
Semper Floreat (newspaper).
Song Book.
Symbiosis (Agricultural Science Students’ Association).
Tangka (Dental Students’ Association).
Trephine (Medical Students’ Association).
Whacko (Commemoration Week).

(ix) Sydney
Agricultural Graduates’ Association Newsletter.
Arna (Arts Society).
Arts (Arts Association).
Blackacre (Law Society).
Bombora (Beach Club).
Centaur (Veterinary Society).
Cricket Club Weekly Bulletin.
Economic Review (Economics Society).
Engineering Year Book (Engineering Undergraduates’ Association).
Film Group Bulletin.
Football Club News Sheet.
Hermes (Undergraduates’ Association).
Honoi (newspaper).
Innominate (Medical Society).
John’s (St. John’s College).
Law Review.
Left Forum (Labour Club).
Libertarian Society Broadsheet.
Manna (Newman Society).
Mens Eadem (Sancta Sophia College).
Mortar (Pharmaceutical Association).
Oondoon (Geography Society).
Pauline (St. Paul’s College).
Pharmacy Song Book (Pharmaceutical Association).
Picador (Liberal Club).
Science Orientation Handbook (Science Association).
Science Yearbook (Science Association).
Students’ Handbook.
Sydney University Union Annual Report.
Sydney University Union: Union Book of 1952, being the contribution of the Sydney University Union to the centenary celebration.
Sydney University Review.
Suss (Speleological Society).
S.R.C. Song Book.
Ti Kainon (Student Christian Movement).
Tramecksians (Conservative Association).
Triticum (Agricultural Society).
Union Recorder.
Unnum (Student Christian Movement).
Wesley College Journal.
Women’s College and Women’s College Association Newsletter.

(x) Tasmania
Diogenes (Literary Society).
Togatus (newspaper).
Venture (Literary Society, 1961+).

(xi) Townsville University College
Magnus Taurus (newspaper).

(xii) Western Australia
Costs and Curves (Economics).
Critic (Independent).
The Dragon (St. George’s College).
Geo-news (Geology Club).
Koinonia (A.S.C.M.).
Law Bulletin (Blackstone Society).
Non Loqui (Engineers’ Club).
Pelican (newspaper).
Purpose (Education Union).
Pyewakit (St. Catherine’s College).
Quanta (Science Union).
Rational (D.L.P. Society).
Reflex (Medical Students’ Society).
Scope (Science Union).
Suara News Bulletin (Pan Malayan Students’ Association).
U.E.C. News (Engineers’ Club).
Utopia (St. Thomas More College).
Westerly (Arts Union).
Winthrop Review.

(c) Political Activities (See also Section XIV, Public opinion and pressure groups 2. Political Parties).


(i) Melbourne

(d) Religious Activities
See also : Section XIV Public opinion and pressure groups—churches

Australian Student Christian Movement

Kane, P. (ed.)  The life of the church in the Australian university : a survey of the situation, with suggestions for future development, Melbourne, 1958, 48 pp. (proc.).

Sydney University, Newman Society

Young Catholic Students' Movement of Australia

Young Catholic Students, Melbourne, 1962.

(e) Volunteer Work


(i) Sydney University

Sydney University Settlement Report, 1930. +

2. Composition of the Student Body

(a) Numbers (See also Section XIII Expansion, decentralization and diversification).

(i) Enrolments

“Recent statistics; students enrolled at Australian universities and degrees conferred”, _Education News_, VI, p. 19, Aug., 1956.


Bureau of Census and Statistics _University Statistics, 1949+_.


Canberra University College _Enrolment procedure and general information for students enrolling in 1960_, Canberra, 7 pp.


Western Australia University (ii) Quotas _Enrolment Statistics, 1961+_.


(b) Types

(i) Overseas

See also Section VII Students, 2 (a) (ii) quotas—Sydney University.

Section XIX Relations with world universities.


"Who are the students?", Hemisphere, V, pp. 9–11, July, 1961.

Abas, M. B.


Abdullah, Z. K.


Australian Council for Educational Research

Investigation into Asian students, Melbourne, 1953 (proc.)

Casey, R. G.


Challis, R.


*Commonwealth Office of Education

Progress of sponsored Asian students at Australian universities, 1957.


*Fricker, L. P.


Gregory, A.

"Indonesians visit Australia", Hemisphere, III, pp. 28–9, July, 1959.

*Herbrand, J. V.


Hicks, G. T., and Nathan, H.

"Studying with Asians in white Australia", Nation, VI, p. 11, Dec. 6, 1959.

Hodgkin, M. C.


Keats, D. A.


Manurung, F.


Sanders, C.

Asian students in Australian universities: some problems of interim results of research, Report No. 1, Western Australia University, April, 1954 (proc.).

Examination results of students from S. E. Asia enrolled in Australian universities during 1953, University of W.A., 1954, 8 pp. (proc.).

Schoenheimer, H. P.


Tennyson, R.


Young, E.


* Benn, R. W.

Western Australia

Problems related to the education of Asian students at the University of Western Australia, with special emphasis on personal adjustment, Western Australia, University, 1953.

Hodgkin, M. C.
The Asian student in the University of Western Australia, Western Australia, University, 1958, 47 pp. (proc.).

(ii) Part-time and external

See also: Section VIII, Curriculum—University courses—external studies

Story, J. D.
"Send us more day students; address", Queensland University Gazette, No. 41, pp. 1-2, Sept., 1958.

New England

University of New England


Sydney

McLeod, A.

(iii) Social background

Anderson, D. S.

Barcan, A.

Gilson, M.

Havighurst, R. J.

Hammond, S.
Draft report of a first year student survey, 1955-6, Melbourne University, 1956 (proc.).

La Nauze, J. A.

Rayner, S. A.

Ryan, N. J.
The aspirations, adjustments and achievements of Catholic students in the University of Sydney, Ph.D. Thesis, Melbourne University, 1961.

Theobald, M. J.
A study of some first year students at the University of Melbourne, N.U.A.U.S., Melbourne, 1961 (proc.), 120 pp.

Wylie, J.
"Education and social class", Outlook, VI, pp. 13-14, Feb., 1962.

(iv) Women

See also: Section III, Historical and Descriptive—Colleges

New South Wales

Baxter, J. P.

Queensland

Rorke, M. W.
The vocational contributions of women graduates of the University of Queensland, University of Queensland Press, Brisbane, 1959, 20 pp.

Sydney

Little, H.

Wines, B. P.
"Women and the University", Sydney University Gazette; I, pp. 270-1, Apr., 1960.
3. Student Welfare

(a) Accommodation

See also: Section III, Historical and Descriptive—Colleges


(i) Melbourne


Melbourne University, Department of Social Studies Report on the living conditions of students in lodgings, Melbourne University, May, 1957, 87 pp. (proc.).

Melbourne University, Housing Officer

Sharp, G. B. Student accommodation in the locality of the university, Melbourne University, 1960, 20 pp.

(ii) Queensland


(b) Counselling


Commonwealth Office of Education


A student adviser scheme for first year engineering students conducted in 1959, 1960.

Keys, G. M. Certain aspects of guidance in Western Australia, New South Wales and Ontario, University of Toronto, 18 pp.


4. GRADUATION AND GRADUATE ASSOCIATIONS

Note: This section covers graduates only in their connection with the university. For further addresses to graduates see gazettes of the respective universities.

See also: For other works on graduates Section XX, Graduates.
Section XVII, Relations with world universities—post-graduate scholarships.


(a) Adelaide


"Student health: the Adelaide University Health Centre", *Health*, III, pp. 75–9, Sept., 1953.

(b) Australian National University


(c) Melbourne


(d) New England

"Occasional address . . . by the Vice-Chancellor at the graduation ceremony on April 15, 1961", *New England University Bulletin*, No. VI, pp. 7–9, Aug., 1961.

(e) New South Wales
University of New South Wales Remington, G. C.  “The useful years: occasional address delivered at the conferring of degrees at the University of N.S.W. on Apr. 27, 1960, University of N.S.W., 1960, 10 pp.

(f) Newcastle University College

(g) Queensland

(h) Sydney

(i) Tasmania
University of Tasmania  An appeal to graduates, Hobart, 1957.
1. Teaching Methods

Cohen, S. W.
"Learning and teaching in Australian universities", *Paper, Section J. ANZAAS Conference*, Sydney University, August, 1962.

*Coleman, F. C.*
*Teaching at the tertiary level*, M.A. Thesis, Sydney University, 1954.

Frederick, W. H., and Phillips, D. W.

Priestley, R. R.
*Teaching*, Melbourne University, 1960, 3 pp.

Schonell, F. J.

Van Abbe, D.
"Should we revise our methods?" *Vestes*, IV, pp. 28–9, March, 1962.

University of Queensland

2. University Courses (Undergraduate)

See also: Section V, Current official publications—calendars and faculty handbooks.

For further entries on scientific subjects see:

Moxley, A.


Hawken, R. W. H.*
The university and the professions*, Queensland University, 1947, 27 pp.

Commonwealth Office of Education
*Degrees and diplomas awarded by Australian universities*, Sydney, 1958.

(1) Agriculture and agricultural economics.

See also: Section XVII. Relations with tertiary education—agricultural education.


Belshaw, J. P.
*Report on the establishment of a Faculty of Agricultural Economics*, University of New England, 1954.


Campbell, K. O.


McMillan, J. R. A.

New England University College, Advisory Council
(2) Anthropology
Barnes, J. A.
Berndt, R. M.
Elkin, A. P.

(3) Applied Science
Greenwood, J. N.
University of Melbourne
Smith, J. S.

(4) Archaeology
Stewart, J. R.
"The Department of Archaeology (of Sydney University) and research in the Near East", *Sydney University Gazette*, I, pp. 216–7, May, 1958.

(5) Architecture
Jensen, R. A.

(6) Arts
Why not an arts degree without a foreign language?", *Queensland Teachers’ Journal*, LXIV, pp. 18, 20, September, 1959.
Elliott, B. (ed.)
Mitchell, T. J.
Partridge, P.
Notes for a discussion of the content and structure of the arts degree (date?), 23 pp. (proc.).
Rogers, H. L.
What is required of a Pass B.A.? (date?), 11 pp. (proc.).
Rose, A. J.
"The arts degree in Australian universities; the experience of Canberra", *Vestes*, IV, pp. 35–9, March, 1961.
Sydney University
One hundred years of the Faculty of Arts; a series of commemorative lectures given 1952, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1952, 80 pp.
Topolino (pseud.)
"Arts: white hope or white elephant?", *Hermes*, LIV, pp. 15–16, 1954.
Thornton, J. B.
"A science course for arts students", *Vestes*, IV, pp. 44–9, December, 1961.

(7) Biology
Ashby, E.
Murray, P. D. F.
Rogers, W. P.

(8) Building
(9) Chemistry

Alexander, A. E.


Bayliss, K. S.


Elliott, G. A.


Fensham, P. J.


Le Fevre, R. J.

"The new School of Chemistry (of the University of Sydney)", *Sydney University Gazette*, I, pp. 197-9, September, 1957.

Polya, J. B.


Pratt, H. R. C.


Royal Australian Chemical Institute


(10) Dentistry


Amies, A. B. P.


Fish, W.


Lumb, S. F.


(11) Economics

For agricultural economics see: Agriculture.


Prest, W.


(12) Education

See also: Section XVI. Relations with Tertiary Education—Teacher Education.

Drinkwater, D. J.


Neal, L. F.


Sanders, C.

"Outline of an educational synthesis", *Educand II*, pp. 1-17, November, 1955.

""""""""""


""""""""""


(i) Adelaide

Neal, L. F.


(ii) Queensland

Bassett, G. W.

"Some comments on the work of the Faculty of Education", *Queensland University Gazette*, No. 48, pp. 4-5, September, 1961.

Clark, E. P.

Parr, R. H.  


Queensland University  


“Course in diagnostic testing and remedial teaching 1957”, (Tasmanian) Educational Record, pp. 53–6, March, 1957.

(iii) Sydney University  


Cornell, W. F.  


(iv) Western Australian University  

Current B. Ed. courses for undergraduates and graduates, W.A. University, Faculty of Education, Perth, 1960, 2 pp.

Cameron, R. C.  


Sanders, C.  

“Death of Professor R. C. Cameron, first Professor of Education”, W.A. University Gazette, X, pp. 61–2, December, 1960.

“‘The Faculty of Education in the University of Western Australia”, W.A. Teachers’ Journal, LXIX, pp. 47–50, April, 1959.


(13) Engineering  


“History of the School of Mechanical Engineering” (at N.S.W. University), Technology, III, pp. 35–41, August, 1958.

Allen-Williams, D. J.  


Billings, A. R.  


Corbett, A. H.  


Francis, A. J.  


*Hogan, T. K.  


McRae, C. R.  


Moorehouse, C. E.  

Designing electrical engineers, 12 pp.

“The design and implementation of an electrical engineering course (date?)”, 23 pp. (proc.).


Norrie, D. I.  


Parsons, R. W.  


(14) **External studies**

*See also*: Section VII. Students—Part-Time and External.

**Commonwealth Office of Education Bulletin No. 21**: *External tuition at Australian universities*, Sydney, 1955 (rev. ed.).


(i) **Melbourne**


(ii) **New England**


"Look ahead with hope", *Education (N.S.W.)*, XLIII, p. 4, April 18, 1962.

**New England University External study courses**

Department of External Studies, 1958-.

"..." *External studies gazette.*


(iii) **Queensland**


(15) **Geography**


Duncan, C. "Geography and the community", *Queensland University Gazette*, No. 41, pp. 10-12, September, 1958.


(15) (a) **Geology**


"..." "Are geologists meeting the challenge?", Presidential address, ANZAAS, 1954, XXX, pp. 91-102.

(16) History
Jacobs, M. G.


Low, D. A.


Mitchell, T.

"History at school and university: a note on the correlation between results in first year modern history at the University of Sydney and Leaving Certificate or Matriculation performance", Teaching History, No. 2, pp. 8–11, June, 1961.

Schoffer, I.


Ward, J. M.


(17) Humanities
Price, A. G. (ed.)


(18) Industrial relations
Laffer, K.


(19) Languages

Australian UNESCO Committee for Education
Barrell, A. R.

"Modern languages at Monash University", Babel, No. 16, pp. 8–9, April, 1961.

Bradley, D.


Cochrane, G. R.

"The University of Queensland's Institute of Modern Languages", Babel, No. 6, pp. 19–22, November, 1957.

Horne, D. J.

"English in the universities", Opinion, No. 17, pp. 4–9, September, 1958.

Kaldor, S.

"Linguistics in the University of Western Australia", W.A. University Gazette, XI, pp. 40–43, September, 1961.

Ruhle, C.


Siliakus, H. J.

"Of sow's ears, pint pots and other matters related to language teaching; a report on the first intensive course in German conducted at the University of Adelaide", Babel, No. 16, pp. 4–7, April, 1961.

(20) Law
Bavin, T. (ed.)

The jubilee book of the Law School of Sydney University.


Carter, P. B.


Cowan, Z.


Derham, D. P.


(21) Literature


(22) Management

See also: Section XVIII. Graduates, 3. Industrial Training.


Stalley, D. J. “Education for the business executive”, Queensland University Gazette, No. 41, pp. 5-8, September, 1958.


(23) Mathematics


(24) Medicine

See also: Section XIV. Public Opinion and Pressure Groups.

4. Professions.


Medical education in Australia, Medical Press, 1951.


“Students’ comments on the pre-medical year, Melbourne University, 1960, 8 p. (proc.).

“The Department of Medicine and Surgery in the University of Melbourne”, *Medical Journal of Australia*, pp. 481–6, September 26, 1953.


Report on the establishment of a second medical school in New South Wales, 1958, 37 p. (proc.).
British Medical Association—N.S.W. Branch

(iv) Queensland
Jackson, D.
Meyers, E. S.

Queensland University—Medical Training Committee

(v) Sydney
Brown, K. Macarthur
Lambie, C. G.

Sydney University Medical Society

(vi) Tasmania
Tasmania Parliament

(vii) Western Australia

(viii) Tasmania Parliament

(v) Sydney
Brown, K. Macarthur
Lambie, C. G.

Sydney University Medical Society

(vi) Tasmania
Tasmania Parliament

(vii) Western Australia

“Medical school for Western Australia”, Medical Journal of Australia, pp. 925–7, June 18, 1955.
“Western Australia University School of Medicine”, Bank Notes, pp. 17–19, June, 1958.

Ewers, J. K.
Macdonald, W. B.
Sinclair, D.

(25) Music
Loughlin, G.

“Melbourne University Conservatorium of Music”, Canon, pp. 57–9, October, 1959.

(26) Oriental Studies

Bielenstein, H.

Fitzgerald, C. P.

Leyser, J.

Indonesian studies in Australian universities”, Hemisphere, I, pp. 6–7, April, 1957.
Sissons, D. S.  "Asian studies in Australian universities" in Japan, National Commission for UNESCO, Reports on institutions for oriental studies in various countries, Tokyo, 1959, pp. 1-4 (proc.).

(i) Australian National University
Canberra University College  School of Oriental Studies, 1956.

(ii) Sydney
"Oriental studies in the University of Sydney", Australian Quarterly, XXV, pp. 82-90, June, 1953.

(27) Philosophy

(28) Physical Education

(29) Physics
George, E. P.  "The School of Physics, University of Sydney", Nucleus, II, pp. 10-11, March, 1956.

(30) Political Science
"Teaching and politics", Prometheus, VII, pp. 7-9, 1956.

(31) Psychology
(32) Public Administration

Parker, R. S.  "The higher teaching of the administrative sciences in Australia", International Institute of Administrative Sciences, 1956, 35 pp. (proc.).


(33) Russian Studies


(34) Science


Australian National University


Clunies Ross, Sir I.  The responsibilities of science and the university in the modern world: an oration delivered on the occasion of the centenary of the University of Sydney and of the 29th meeting of ANZAAS, C.S.I.R.O., Melbourne, 1952, 15 pp.

Currie, G. A.  A scientist in search of education, Queensland University, Brisbane, 1947, 34 pp.


Makinson, R. E. B.  "History and philosophy of science; a gap in research and teaching in the University of Sydney", Sydney University Gazette, II, pp. 8–9, May, 1961.


(35) Semitic Studies


(36) Social Sciences, Sociology and Social Work


Social Science Research Committee of the Australian National Research Council Stanner, W. E. H.  The teaching of the social sciences at Australian universities, 1951, 82 pp. (mimeo.).

(37).  Theology


IX. RESEARCH AND POST-GRADUATE STUDIES

See also: Section XVII. Relations with world universities—Post-graduate scholarships.

Research reports of individual universities under Section V. Current annual publications.

Section XVIII. Relations with learned bodies.

“National progress is aided by pure research”, National Development, pp. 36-40, September, 1954.


Commonwealth Inter-University Conference  A symposium on the place of the Australian university in the community and post-graduate studies in Australian universities, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1955, pp. 44-66.


(i) Australian National University

See also: Section III. Historical and Descriptive—Australian National University—Research Schools.


(1) Agriculture  
Australian Institute of Agricultural Science  
Herbert, D. A.  

McMillan, J. R. A.  
“Agricultural education and research at university”,  

Sydney University  
*Development is urgent: Dairy Husbandry Research Foundation within the University of Sydney*, Dairy Husbandry Research Foundation, Sydney, 1961, 20 pp.

(2) Computers  
See also: Section III. Historical and Descriptive—Sydney—Adolph Basser Computing Laboratory.

Bennett, J. M.  

“It is urgent”: Agricultural scientists in Australia; a report, 1959, 23 pp.

Agricultural scientists in Australia; a report, 1959, 23 pp.

Sydney University Gazette, I, pp. 239–41, April, 1959.


Cherry, T. M.  

(3) Dentistry  
Storey, E.  

(4) Engineering  
Colebatch, G. T.  

Institution of Engineers (Australia)  
Munro, C. H.  
“A graduate engineering course needed in Australia”,  
*Australian Civil Engineering*, pp. 50–2, September 4, 1961.

(5) Medicine  
Sydney University  
Winton, R.  
“Report on three conferences on post-graduate medical education:  
(i) Training for general practice;  
(ii) Training of specialists;  
(iii) Post-graduate education and the practising doctor.”  

“Graduate engineering course needed in Australia”, *Australian Civil Engineering*, pp. 50–2, September 4, 1961.

(6) Science  
See also: Section III. Historical and Descriptive—Sydney University—Nuclear Research Foundation and Australian National University, Research Schools.


Australian National University  


(7)  Town and Country Planning

Abraham, W. V.  “Research in the Department of Town and Country Planning” (of the University of Sydney), Sydney University Gazette, I, 194-5, September, 1957.

X. LIBRARIES


Library Association of Australia—N.S.W. Branch


*South, M.  University libraries in Australia, M.A. Thesis, Sydney University, 1956.

1. Adelaide


2. Australian National University


3. Melbourne


"Staff establishment, Melbourne University, February, 1962, 4 pp. (proc.).

"Some hints on using the library, Melbourne University, 1947, 24 pp.

"Are the library's services and facilities adequate? A stocktaking by the Librarian, Melbourne University, July, 1961, 5 pp. (proc.).


"University Library, its past and its future", Melbourne Graduate, I, ii, pp. 41-6, November, 1950.

4. Monash


5. New England


6. New South Wales

7. Queensland
Bryan, H.
“Gifts to the University Library: a retrospect”, Queensland University Gazette, No. 42, pp. 8-9, December, 1958.
Queensland University Library
Scott, D. B.

8. Sydney
Hahn, D. E.
Osborn, A. D.
“Development of the University Library”, Sydney University Gazette, I, p. 244, April, 1959.
Sternbeck, A.
Sydney University, Fisher Library
Report of the Librarian, 1955+

9. Tasmania
Borchardt, D.
Borchardt, D. H., et al.
Miller, E. M.
Reynolds, J. M.
Tasmania University Library
Tasmania University
Friends of the University Library, Hobart, 1961, 6 pp.

10. Western Australia
Alexander, F.
Jolley, L.
Western Australia, University Library
A BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES

SECTIONS XI—XIII

Compiled by Naomi Caiden

Sections I-III of this bibliography appeared in the September, 1963, issue of *Vestes*, Sections IV-VII in the December, 1963, and Sections VIII-X in the June, 1964, issues. Further sections will appear in subsequent issues. The bibliography is an attempt to provide an index to books, articles and other publications about Australian universities; it is not selective, but is rather an effort to compile as comprehensive a list of references as possible, as a kind of check-list to what is available to the general reader or research worker.

XI STAFF

See also: Section II Commissions and Inquiries

Section XII Academic Freedom

Bishop, J. H.


Commonwealth Office of Education

F.C.U.S.A.A.

Hohnen, R.


Horne, D.


Moorehouse, C. E.


O’Neil, W. M.


T’ien, H. Y.


1. Federal Council of University Staff Associations of Australia

Buckley, K. D.


Encel, S.


Federal Council of University Staff Associations of Australia


2. Recruitment

Australian Vice-Chancellor’s Committee


Borrie, W.  Staff recruitment in Australian universities, A.N.U., 1961, 4 pp., (proc.)


3. Salaries


Federal Council of University Staff Associations


XII ACADEMIC FREEDOM

See also: Section XIV Public opinion and pressure groups
Section XV Relations with government.


Hope, A. D.  “Censorship and the university”, Prometheus, pp. 52-6, 1956.


1. Adelaide

2. New South Wales

3. Queensland

4. Tasmania
"Censure of the administration of the University of Tasmania", *Vestes*, IV, pp. 69-70, Mar. 1961.
XIII EXPANSION, DECENTRALISATION, AND DIVERSIFICATION

See also: Section II Commissions and Enquiries
Section VI Students—Enrolments

1. The Problem


Borrie, W. D. and Dedman, R. Commonwealth Office of Education


Melbourne University Forecast of demand for university training in Victoria 1961-70, Melbourne University, (date?), 9 pp. (proc.).


"Australian universities; growth and expansion during the past ten years", Education News, VIII, pp. 5-8, June 1961.


2. The Remedies

See also: Section XVI Relations with Tertiary Education

"What a rural university would give Australia", Riverlander, p. 3, Nov. 5, 1954.

Armstrong, K.  
Australian College of Education  
Barcan, A.  
Beishaw, J. P.  
Booth, E. H.  
Commonwealth Office of Education  
Gillett, M.  
Hartwell, R. M.  
Howard, C.  
Jeffery, R. G.  
Lindsay, H. A.  
McLeod, A. L. and Allen, G. G.  
Maling, F. M.  
Merrylees, W. A.  
Mitchell, A. G.  
Murray, K.  
New South Wales University  
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PART II

XIV PUBLIC OPINION AND PRESSURE GROUPS

*Note*: This is the “thinnest” and most general section included in the Bibliography. It was designed to represent the views and influences of various groups and the public at large upon the universities. Unfortunately, apart from the section on “Learned Bodies”, it has become little more than a list of cross-references. The main reason for this is that influences and views are rarely general and tend to affect specific areas of university activity. For example, the influence of the professions upon the universities is largely through the impact of professional standards upon courses or through the demand for graduates by the professions. The result of this kind of relationship is that most of the material which could be included in this section is better sited under the relevant subject heads, which, in the example mentioned, would be “University Courses” and “Graduate Employment”.

1. The public

Australian Broadcasting Commission


Boyce Gibson, A.


Madgwick, R. B.


Radford, W. C.


Richardson, A.

“Community attitudes towards the University of Western Australia”, *Educand*, IV, pp. 80-3, Nov. 1960.

2. Political parties

*See also*: Section XV Relations with government.

Encel, S.


Jolley, W. R. N.


Playford, T.

3. Churches

See also: Section III Historical and descriptive; entries for "colleges" under each university.

Section VII 1. Students and student activities; (d) Religious activities.

Section VIII 2. University courses; (37) Theology.

Barry, F. R.
“The University and Christianity; a sermon preached . . . in St. Paul's Cathedral, Melbourne, on the occasion of the official visit of the University of Melbourne," Australian Teacher, XXXVI, pp. 19-20, July, 1959.

""""

Birch, L. C.
Christian commitment in the University, being an address delivered at the nineteenth commencement ceremony of Canberra University College on 30th April, 1948, Canberra University College, Canberra, 1948, 4 pp.

*Cable, K. J.

Carroll, J.

Fogarty, R.

"""

Mackie, J. L.
“Religion and the university”, Vestes, V, pp. 5-12, Sept., 1962.

Vockler, J. C.

4. Professions

See also: Section VIII 2. University courses (under relevant subjects).

Section IX Research and post-graduate studies.

Section VII 2. Composition of the student body; (a) Numbers (ii) Quotas.

Section XVII (c) Teacher training.

Section XVIII Graduates.

Hawken, R. W. II.
The university and the professions, Queensland University, 1947, 27 pp.

(a) Medical


5. Learned bodies


(a) Australian Academy of Science
Australian Academy of Year Book, 1956+.

Science

(b) Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science

(c) Australian College of Education

1. General

Chown, P. H. S.  

Partridge, P. H.  

Polya, J. B.  

Sanders, C.  

2. Commonwealth Office of Education


Weeden, W. J.  

3. Commonwealth Scholarships

See also: Section XV 2. Commonwealth Office of Education.
For other scholarships: Section XVI Relations with Secondary Education 4. Scholarships.
Section XVII Relations with Tertiary Education 3 Teacher Training.
Section XVIII Relations with World Universities 3. Postgraduate scholarships.


Australian Universities Commission

Army Education Service Information Booklet 1: Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme, 1945, 15 pp.

Commonwealth Office of Education

Commonwealth Scholarships Board

Dept. of Labour and National Service: Industrial Training Division

Dept. of Post-war Reconstruction

Docking, A. R. and Purnell, W. E.

Hook, E. J.

Moorhouse, C. E.


Rayner, S. A.

Theobald, M. J.

Victoria. Dept. of Education

Weeden, W. J.

Commonwealth Office of Bulletin No. 20: Education in Australia, pp. 8 and 19.

Summary of activities, 1943–5.
Educational rehabilitation of men and women of the Services with particular reference to technical and vocational training, by E. P. Eltham, Melbourne, 1945, 20 pp.


4. Finance

See also: Section VI Organisation, administration and finance 1. Finance
Commonwealth Office of Bulletin No. 20: Education in Australia, p. 18.
5. Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
Bastow, S. H.  
C.S.I.R.O.  
Leeper, G. W.  
Lightfoot, G.  

XVI RELATIONS WITH SECONDARY EDUCATION
Note: For further material concerning selection of students and the effect of secondary school performance on university examination success, see "Student Failure in Australian Universities: A Bibliographical Review", Vestes VII, Mar. 1964.

1. School-leavers
This section deals with two topics in particular. The first is the effect upon university enrolments of current school enrolments, while the second centres around the problem of "wastage" and early school-leaving.

See also: Section VII 2. Composition of the student body.
Australian school enrolments; a compilation of enrolment data showing the numbers enrolled in government and non-government schools in Australia at successive ages on or about August 1956 and in earlier years, A.C.E.R., Melbourne, 1959, 81 pp. (proc.).

Commonwealth Office of Education
Clark, C.  
"Higher education in Australia, the problems", Twentieth Century, IV, pp. 16-27, June, 1950.
"Wastage of talent in Victoria", Twentieth Century, XII, pp. 31-9, Spring 1957.

Fahey, J. M.  
"Some aspects of educational opportunity in South Australia", in Medley J. D. G., Australian educational studies, second series, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1940, pp. 29-65.

Henderson, N. K.  
" " "
" " "

La Nauze, J. A.  
" " "
" " "

*New South Wales: Dept. of Education  
A determination of the number of pupils of university potential in New South Wales leaving school in the twelve months following their fifteenth birthday, 1955.
2. Matriculation

(a) Form

See also: Section V Current Official Publications, matriculation manuals, listed under each university.


Australian Council for Educational Research


Commonwealth Office of Education

Bulletin No. 20: Education in Australia, p. 4.

Bulletin No. 25: Secondary school examinations in Australia.

Bulletin No. 33: Matriculation requirements of Australian universities.

Bulletin No. 34: Secondary schools and courses in Australia.

Dunn, S. S.


Healey, C. O.


Rayner, S. A.


(i) New South Wales
Australian Institute of Political Science
Committee on Secondary Education in New South Wales
Hoy, A.

Mitchell, A. G.

New South Wales: Dept. of Education
Ryan, N.

Travers, B. H.

Wyndham, H.

(ii) South Australia


Australian College of Education

Best, E. D.

Jordan, D. O.

(iii) Tasmania


(iv) Victoria

Committee on State Education in Victoria

(v) Western Australia

Sanders, C.

(b) Influence on secondary school curriculum


Barcan, A.

Blatt, J. M.

Butts, R. F.

Cole, P. R.

Edmonds, A. D. et al.


“Softly to disaster”, Nation, No. 77, pp. 8–9, Sept. 9, 1961.


Crisis and opportunity: the Wyndham changes in secondary education, Sydney, 1961, 7 pp. (proc.).

Hoy, A.

Phelan, G.

Phillips, A. A.

Weeden, W. J.


"We cross swords with a professor”, Education (N.S.W.), XLII, p. 6, June, 1961.


3. Transition and liaison

Devine, K. C.

Frederick, W. H.

Healey, C. O.

King, A.

Melbourne University

Melbourne University

Appointments Board


Circular to schools.

Queensland University


Problems of transition from secondary school to university; a conference of secondary schools and the University held at the University of Melbourne on 4th Sept., 1959, Melbourne University Press, 1960, 63 pp.

Schools and universities conference, 1952, attended by secondary school representatives and members of the staff of the University of Melbourne and of Monash University on 22nd May, Melbourne University Press, 1962, 74 pp.


Sanders, C.


4. Scholarships

See also: Section XV Relations with government, 3. Commonwealth Scholarships.

Section XVII Relations with tertiary education, 3. Teacher training.

Section XVIII Relations with world universities, 3. Post-graduate scholarships.

A'sian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Daly, R. A.


"Some aspects of educational opportunity in South Australia”, in Medley, J. D. G., Australian educational studies, second series, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1940, pp. 29–65.


Careers leaflets.

New South Wales: Dept. of Education

New South Wales: Vocational Guidance Bureau

R.S.S.A.I.L.A., Victorian Branch

Thomas, A. D.
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XVII RELATIONS WITH OTHER TERTIARY EDUCATION

See also: Section II Commissions and inquiries.
Section XIII Expansion, decentralisation and diversification.

Commonwealth Office of Education

1. Adult education


Alexander, F.


Allsop, J. W.


Badger C. R.


“...”

Maccenas or Moloch; the state and adult education, F. W. Cheshire, Melbourne, 1947, 20 pp.

Commonwealth Office of Education

BULLET No. 30: Adult education in Australia.

BULLET No. 20: Education in Australia, p. 15.

Duncan, W. G. K. *ed.*


“...”

“The universities and adult education”, *Australian High-

Easton, E. W.


Hanna, I.

“Languages in adult education”, *Babel*, No. 19, pp. 9–12, April 1962.

Hely, A. S. M.


“...”


Medley, J. G. D.

Education and reconstruction, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1944, 26 pp.

Molesworth, B. H.


Palmer, H. G.


Prunster, R. W.

Sheats, P. H.  

Shaw, J. H.  

Stewart, D.  

*West, R. O.  
Wilson, J. L. J.  


* "Role of the university in adult education", *Australian Highway*, XXXII, pp. 3-6, Feb. 1950.

(a) *Australian Association of Adult Education*

Crowley, D.

Duncan, W. G. K.

Holliday, J. M.

Lawton, C. R.

(b) *Australian Capital Territory*

Crew, B. H.

(c) *New South Wales*

Alexander, F.

Chambers, R.

Draper, B.

Eberle, A. W.

Higgins, E. M.
* "The history of evening studies in the University of Sydney, 1852-1952", Melbourne University, 1952.

*McLeod, A. L.

*Moroney, M. B.

Nelson, A. J. A.

New England University:  
Dept. of Adult Education: Community Development Division

Sheath, H.
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Sydney University: Dept. of Tutorial Classes

Sydney University Extension Board.

Sydney University: Joint Committee for Tutorial Classes

Walker, W. G.

Wilson, J. L. J.

Workers Educational Association of New South Wales.

Queensland Board of Adult Education

*Dufton, A. F.

Queensland Board of Adult Education

*Wolfe, J. R. M.

(f) South Australia

Adelaide University: Dept. of Social Studies

Bentley, C.

Bone, M. H.

Elliott, B. (ed.)

Hely, A. S. M.

Jones, W.

Lawton, C. R.

McDonald, H. A.

(g) Victoria

Anderson, N. D.

Badger, C. R.

" "

" "

" "

" "

" "

" "

Council of Public Education, Vic.

Melbourne University: Extension Committee

Portus, G. V.

Rankin, D. H.


The discussion group scheme, 1940, 16 pp.

List of lecturers and subjects.

Report.

Annual Report.


Report.


Report.

Selected principles of extension education and their implications in advisory work for Queensland, Australia, Cornell University, 1958.


"New look in South Australia; a comment", Australian Highway, XXXIX, pp. 18–19, May 1958.


"New look in South Australia; the change", Australian Highway, XXXIX, pp. 17–18, May 1958.


Annual Report.


2. Agricultural education

See also: Section VIII 2. University Courses, (1) Agriculture.


Commonwealth Office of Education Bulletin No. 23: *Agricultural education in Australia*.


*Schubert, W. F.*


3. Teacher training

See also: Section VIII 2. University courses—(12) Education.


"The training of teachers for government primary and secondary schools in Australia*.


Moylan, P. F.  "University degrees and the primary service", *Education (N.S.W.)*, XI, p. 4, Nov. 18, 1959.


(a) New South Wales

*Aitken, D. J.*  *Teacher training in New South Wales (with emphasis on why teachers leave the service)*, M. Ed. thesis, Sydney University, 1959.


*Cohen, S. W.*  *The history of Sydney Teachers' College 1906–56*, 1959.


(b) Queensland


Anderson, N. R.

Queensland Teachers Union Committee


(d) Victoria


Victorian Teachers' Union


4. Technical education

Arblaster, H. E.


Council of Public Education, Vic.


Education for industry; address delivered to Institute of Industrial Management, Victorian Chamber of Manufacturers, Melbourne, 1945, 35 pp.


Melbourne University  Conference between Engineering School Faculty Executive, Melbourne University, and Technical College Principals, August 1961, 4 pp. (proc.).


New South Wales: Dept. of Technical Education  Some aspects relevant to the development of Commonwealth policy on higher technological education beyond the secondary schools: statement submitted to the Committee on Australian universities, June, 1957.


5. Other

(a) *Australian Administrative Staff College*  

(b) *Australian College of Speech Therapists*  


(c) *Australian School of Pacific Administration*  


(d) *Royal Australian Air Force College*  

(e) *Royal Military College*  

(f) *School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine*  
Ford, E.  "School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine" *Health*, I, pp. 4–8, June 1951.
1. Graduate employment

“Recruitment to the scientific professions”, Royal Australian Chemical Institute Proceedings, pp. 253–, May 1957.


Dept. of Labour and National Service The employment of chemists in Australia, Melbourne, 1960, 26 pp.

The employment of engineers in Australia, Melbourne, 1959, 23 pp.

*Dewhurst, I. E. Careers of exhibition winners at the University of Melbourne, Melbourne University, 1951.


Melbourne University: Appointments Board Annual report.


Opportunities for graduates, (ceased publication) No. 1,1955.

Physicists and their place in industry; a conference between business leaders and the University held at the University of Melbourne on 24th May, 1960, 1960, 40 pp.

The revolution in management: a series of lectures delivered to students of the University of Melbourne, 1962, 66 pp.

Ministry of Labour Advisory Council The employment of scientists and engineers in Australia, 1957, 36 pp. (proc.).


2. Scientific and professional manpower


"Whence men for the atomic age?", *Nucleus*, pp. 4–9, Mar. 1956.


The prediction of output of scientists and engineers, 1959.

An estimate of the future output of scientific and technical graduates and diplomates from Australian tertiary institutions and the likely demand for teachers with these qualifications, 1956.

Means of promoting the training of greater numbers of qualified technical and scientific staff, 1959.


Melbourne University: Appointments Board  

"Topic I: What trained people will be required by the community in the next decade?" and "Topic II: The University's part in meeting the needs of the community", in Conference on tomorrow's executives 1958: Proceedings... between business leaders and the university to stimulate forward thinking on the development of trained people, 1959, pp. 10-46.

Messel, H.  


Moorhouse, C. E.  


Paton, G.  


Pert, R. E.  


Phillips, R. E.  

"Coming struggle for skills", Outlook, VI, p. 10, Apr. 1962.

Purnell, W. E.  

"The shortage of trained scientists... ways and means by which the schools and the scientific profession can help to relieve the shortage of trained scientists in Australia", Australian Science Teachers Journal, IV, pp. 43-5 May 1958.

Radford, W. K.  


Richards, J. C.  


Ross, I. C.  

"The challenge of education", in Australia and the challenge of change; being a study of the second industrial revolution and its possible effects upon Australia, Law Book Co. of Australia, 1957, pp. 503-23.

Scott, W.  

"The university and industry", in Education for an atomic age, A.N.U. public lecture, 1955.

Thomas, H. H.  


Williams, H. S.  


Williams, S. E.  

"Producing scientists—some problems", W.A. University Gazette, VII, pp. 4-6, Mar. 1957.

3. Industrial Training

See also: Section VIII 2. University courses (22) Management.


Australian Industries Development Association Committee on Training

Butten, E. E.  

Training of graduates in commerce and industry, an address delivered at the University of Melbourne, Melbourne University Appointments Board, 1954, 16 pp.

Cochrane, D.  


Mathews, R.  

"University education for management in a developing economy", Growth, pp. 4-13, Jan. 1962.
Melbourne University: Appointments Board


Moorhouse, C. E.


Richards, J. C.

“The university and industry", in The Australian universities 1970: papers presented at the symposium . . . held at the University of New South Wales on 6th and 7th Dec. 1960, 1960, pp. 53-64.

Weickhardt, L. W.


4. Public Service Employment


Canberra Association of Women Graduates

Evidence prepared for committee of enquiry into recruitment into the Commonwealth Public Service, Canberra, 1958, 15 pp. (proc.).

Commonwealth Public Service Board

Graduates: the Commonwealth needs able graduates for the administrative staff of its departments, 1959, 16 pp.

Encel, S.


Knight, K.


McKnight, A. D.

“The role of the public servant in research”, Public Administration, pp. 139-54, June 1961.


Parker, R. S.


Professional Officers Association


Royal Institute of Public Administration

“Special issue on recruitment to the public service”, Public Administration, XVIII. Mar. 1959.

Royal Institute of Public Administration A.C.T. Group

Education and training for higher administrative work in the Commonwealth Public Service: report of a study group, 1956, 29 pp.

Scarrow, H. A.

Significance of recruitment practices for higher administration in the Commonwealth Public Service, Canberra, 1957, 19 pp. (proc.).

“Further comments upon the recruitment of university graduates to the Commonwealth Public Service”, Public Administration, XIII, pp. 166-75, Sept. 1954. (A rejoinder by S. Encel and a reply by H. A. Scarrow were published in the issue of Mar. 1955.)
XIX RELATIONS WITH WORLD UNIVERSITIES

1. International

Chambers, M. M. (Ed.)

International Association of Universities

International Universities Bureau

United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation


Administrative reports of International Association of Universities.


International directory of institutions for higher education in agriculture.

International list of universities and other institutions of higher education, Paris, 1959, 4th edn.


Preliminary report on statistics of higher education 1930-50.

2. British Commonwealth


Association of Universities of the British Commonwealth


Reports of proceedings, quinquennial congresses of the universities of the Commonwealth.

Report of the executive council.

The foundation of universities in the British Empire 1783-1860, 1961, Sydney University.


The professional recognition of Australian qualifications in the United Kingdom, 1960, 16 pp. (proc.).


3. Post-graduate scholarships

(a) Commonwealth


Association of Universities of the British Commonwealth

Commonwealth scholarship and fellowship plan; annual report 1961+; Commonwealth Education Liaison Committee, London.

British Commonwealth of Nations Scientific Liaison Committee


Commonwealth Office of Education

Some opportunities for post-graduate studies at Australian universities, North Sydney, 1961, 56 pp.

Cook, R.


Crompton Parkinson (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.

Parkinson Empire bursaries for engineering graduates of Australia, New Zealand and India, Sydney, 1947, 16 pp.

Keeling, G. W.


(b) Fulbright


Neal, W. D.


Rossiter, G. G.


Roth, B. A.


United States Educational Foundation in Australia


(c) United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation


Australian National Advisory Committee for Unesco

Opportunities available for persons from overseas to study in Australia, Sydney, 1956, 24 pp. (proc.).

Australian Unesco Committee for Education

Opportunities available for Australians to study overseas, 1956, Government Printer, Canberra, 107 pp.

Unesco

Study abroad; international handbook, fellowships, scholarships, educational exchange, Paris, 1948+.

4. Colombo Plan


Bhattacharya, G. C.

"The great vision", *(Tas.) Education Record*, LV, pp. 77–8, Sept. 1959.

Casey, R. G.


"What Australia is doing for students of South East Asia", *Age Literary Supplement*, p. 17, May 9, 1959.

Commonwealth Office of Education

"New hope for Asia: the Colombo Plan for co-operative economic development in South and South East Asia. Registrars’ Conference, Melbourne 1954, 12pp. (proc.)

Curtin, P. W. E.


Books on economics and economic history

Retail Price Indexes for a Small Economy
H. P. Brown Offset/Paperbound, 50 pages 9s. (A$0.90)

Index of Australian Tariff Reports 1901 - 1961
G. J. R. Linge Offset/Paperbound, 96 pages 15s. (A$1.50)

The London Capital Market and Australia 1870 - 1914
A. R. Hall Offset/Paperbound, 225 pages 30s. (A$3.00)

Industrial Development in Australia 1920 - 1930
Colin Forster Letterpress/Clothbound, 256 pages 45s. (A$4.50)

The Political Economy of Independent Malaya
Edited by T. H. Silcock and E. K. Fisk
Letterpress/Clothbound, 306 pages 42s. (A$4.20)
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